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Abstract
Feature redundancy and loss of local feature are central problems for image classification. Feature selection decreases the feature redundancy by choosing a subset of features and eliminating those with low prediction. The local feature representation is able to highlight objects in an image, thus, overcoming the drawbacks of global features. This paper presents a new method, called the local kernel for feature selection, which integrates a local kernel of the segmentation regions into feature selection to provide improved image classification, by means of the region-based image distance integrated into the kernel of the Bayesian classifier. The proposed method is tested on two standard image databases and the classification results are higher than the current feature selection and classification methods.

1. Introduction
Image classification [1-3] is used for applications such as object recognition [1], medical imaging [2] and image retrieval [3]. In image classification, an image is represented by a set of visual features, e.g. color and texture. The classification accuracy largely depends on the features used. Two challenging problems commonly exist for image classification approaches.

Problem (1): There exists a significant redundancy among a large number of low-level features which prohibits the achievement of ideal classification.

Problem (2): The global features are inadequate to represent the important and discriminative local object information present in an image.

The objective of feature selection is to address the problem (1) by identifying the feature subset that is most predictive, and minimizing feature redundancy and the classification error. Feature selection has been explored in computer vision and pattern recognition tasks [4-8]. A survey of state-of-the-art feature selection methods is provided in [9].

The essence of problem (2) in image classification is characterized by the loss of local image contents. Objects in an image cannot be represented by using only the global feature by the entire image. Solutions of problem (2) make use of the local image contents [10], or computing the region-based image distance [11, 12]. The local features help to improve the classification by means of highlighting important local objects.

In this paper, the local feature selection is realized by a novel approach, that integrates a local kernel into the Bayesian classifier. Also a multiple kernel learning is used to select an optimal classifier.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 gives the related work and the contributions of this paper. Section 3 describes the technical approach. Section 4 provides experimental results. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Related Work and Contributions
2.1 Related Work
The aim of feature selection is to solve the problem (1) by decreasing the information redundancy in the raw feature and improving the feature discrimination capability. The feature selection is usually described as a search problem in the feature space as follows [9]:

1) Feature space search, a strategy with which the feature space is explored. Widely used search strategies are the sequential forward search (SFS) and the sequential forward floating search (SFFS) [6].

2) Evaluation measure is a function by which the candidate features are evaluated. It uses Bayesian classifier [6] or SVM [7].

Local feature also improves the classification. They are divided into two categories: point-based features, e.g. the SIFT [13], and the region-based features [10-12], e.g., the earth mover distance (EMD) [11] and the integrated region matching (IRM) [12].

The combination of feature selection and local features, called the local feature selection, has not been thoroughly studied [20-22]. In this paper, local feature selection is realized by a novel way, in which a local kernel is integrated into the Bayesian classifier.

2.2 Contributions of this Paper
The paper makes the following contributions:
1) It provides a new way to combine the feature selection and local features, by integrating local kernel into the distance metric of a Bayesian classifier. Both problem (1) and (2) (Section 1) are solved.
2) A multiple kernel learning scheme is used to select the optimal inducer from multiple Bayesian classifiers.

3. Technical Approach

In the system diagram in Fig. 1, the region features are extracted, and they are further used to compute the region-based image distance in the Bayesian classifier. A local kernel learning selects the optimal classifier.

3.1. Image Segmentation, Feature Extraction

3.1.1. Image Segmentation: As the first step, the images are segmented into regions. This paper uses 3 different segmentation approaches for the proposed method: region growing [14], watershed segmentation [18], and the normalized cut [19]. The three methods provide local regions for the proposed method, and their performances are compared in Table 1.

3.1.2. Region Feature Extraction: 219 feature dimensions are extracted from segmented regions.

(1) RGB and HSV components, with region’s mean and std. for each component: 12 dimensions.

(2) The 8-dimension texture feature from the mean and std. of the filtered image/region by Gabor filters.

(3) The 7-dimension shape feature derived from the first 7 central geometric moments of the image/region.

(4) The 192 dimensional color histogram for RGB components.

3.2. Local Feature Selection

The realization of the feature selection is composed of the two steps below.

3.2.1. The Feature Space Search: SFFS [6] starts with an empty feature subset \( X' = \emptyset \). In each iteration, one feature is chosen among the remaining \( m \)-dimensional feature space \( X = \{x_i, i = 1, ..., m \} \) and is added into the subset. To determine which feature to add, it tests the performance of every addition of feature from the remaining features, by an evaluation measure \( \text{eval}(\cdot) \), and select the one with the highest performance for the new subset. The above process, called the forward search, is shown as follows [9].

\[
X' = X \cup \{x_i \in X \mid \max(\text{eval}(X \cup x_i)), i = 1, ..., m \}
\]

\[
X = X - x_i
\]

Also in each iteration, a backward search deletes a feature, after which the remaining set reaches the highest improvement of performance evaluation, compared to the subset before deletion,

\[
X^* = X^* - \{x_i \in X \mid \max(\text{eval}(X^* - x_i) - \text{eval}(X^*)), i = 1, ..., m \}
\]

\[
X = X + x_i
\]

Equations (1) and (2) are run sequentially, until no additional features result in accuracy improvement.

3.2.2. Local Kernel in Bayesian Classifier: A local kernel is used in Bayesian classifier as the evaluation measure, realized by the integrated region matching (IRM) [12], a region-based similarity measure between two images. Images \( I_1 \) and \( I_2 \) have two region sets \( I_1 = \{r_1, r_2, ..., r_m \} \) and \( I_2 = \{r'_1, r'_2, ..., r'_n \} \). The IRM distance between two images is the summation of all the region distances,

\[
d_{IRM}(I_1, I_2) = \sum_{i,j} s_{i,j} d_{i,j}
\]

where \( d_{i,j} \) is the Euclidean distance between regions \( r_i \) and \( r'_j \) of two images, and \( s_{i,j} \) is the distance weights. The larger weights indicate the importance of the two regions in similarity measure. The weights are proportional to the region importance values \( p_i \) and \( p'_j \), for which a larger region has a higher region importance value. The equations are,

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{m} s_{i,j} = p_i, i = 1, ..., m
\]

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{n} s_{i,j} = p'_j, j = 1, ..., n
\]

The sum of the distance weights is equal to its importance value, and the distance of a region can be measured to multiple regions of the other image. Some important regions contribute largely in computing the distance. Examples of important regions with their values (\( p \)) are shown in Fig. 2. The region-based distance (Eq. (3)) is integrated into the Bayesian classifier as a local kernel, by the following equation,

\[
f(x) = \frac{1}{(2\pi)^{k/2}\Sigma^{k/2}} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{x} V_{\text{IRM}} (x, \mu) \right)
\]

where the IRM distance is used instead of the global image distance. The term \( V_{\text{IRM}} (x, \mu) \) is an IRM distance vector for \( k \) dimensional feature space,

\[
V_{\text{IRM}} (x, \mu) = \{\text{dist}_{\text{IRM}}(x, \mu_1), ..., \text{dist}_{\text{IRM}}(x, \mu_k) \}
\]
where \( x_i, \mu_i, i = 1, \ldots, k \), are components of \( k \)-dimensional region vectors of testing image \( x \) and the cluster \( \mu \) of the trained Gaussian model, respectively. The IRM distance is computed for each feature dimension of the data, and for a specific dimension \( i \), the distance \( \text{dist}_\mu(x, \mu) \) is computed by Equation (3). The testing image \( x \) is composed of segmented region feature vectors to compute IRM distance.

(1) Sequential forward floating search (SFFS) evaluated by Bayesian classifier [6],
(2) Feature selection evaluated by max-dependency, max-relevance and min-redundancy (mRMR) [5],
(3) Feature selection evaluated by entropy [15].

### 4.1. Datasets

The proposed method is applied to the following two publicly available image databases,
(1) Caltech-101 image database [16]: composed of images of objects belonging to 101 categories, for 40 to 800 images per category.
(2) Butterfly database (http://janzen.sas.upenn.edu/): It contains 30 classes with a total of 7600 images of butterflies. Example images are shown in Fig. 2.

### 4.2. Different Segmentation and Feature Selection Methods

Comparison among different methods (using the same system in Fig. 1) is shown in Table 1. The region growing and watershed segmentation outperform the normalized cut. Also among feature selection, the SFFS-Bayesian has the highest performance, with more compact dimensions. Table 1 also indicates the advantages of local features over the global features.

### Table 1. Comparison of the final classification results, with corresponding feature subset dimensions and contents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Caltech-101</th>
<th>Butterfly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SFFS-Bayesian</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region growing</td>
<td>86.7%</td>
<td>89.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watershed</td>
<td>86.4%</td>
<td>89.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-cut</td>
<td>84.9%</td>
<td>88.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRMR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region growing</td>
<td>73.6%</td>
<td>60.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watershed</td>
<td>73.1%</td>
<td>58.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-cut</td>
<td>72.2%</td>
<td>58.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entropy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Region growing</td>
<td>70.9%</td>
<td>55.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watershed</td>
<td>71.3%</td>
<td>54.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-cut</td>
<td>70.3%</td>
<td>54.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global feature with multiple kernels</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFFS-Bayesian</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>85.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRMR</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>72.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entropy</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>70.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.3. Local Kernel for Feature Selection: Compare with Local Feature Selection

In this section, the proposed method using local kernel for feature selection, is compared to another local feature selection method [22], which uses region-based image representation for feature selection. The method in [22] is integrated into the ‘evaluation measure’ block in Fig. 1, instead of the local kernel. Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the two methods in different feature selection iterations. Our method has the higher performance compared to that of [22].

![Fig. 2. Images segmentation, and regions with high p values (butterfly and Caltech-101 database).](image-url)
4.4. Local Kernel for Feature Selection: Compare with Global Feature Selection

The benefits of the proposed method against the other three global feature selection methods are shown in Fig. 4 for the Caltech-101 datasets, where the classification results are displayed for incremental feature selection iterations. The peak accuracy is regarded as the final image classification results, with corresponding optimal feature subset. It can be seen in Fig. 4 that our method outperforms other global feature selection methods in most feature selection iterations, and reaches the highest peak classification accuracy.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a new approach for the local feature selection with multiple kernel learning. The proposed approach combines feature selection and local feature information by integration of region-based image similarity metric into the Gaussian kernel of a Bayesian classifier. We performed experiments to indicate the benefits of the proposed method. Our future work will focus on integrating the proposed approach with image retrieval.
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